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ABSTRACT: Metal co-catalysts tipped at a photocatalyst surface form a crucial component in the nanostructures designed for the photocatalytic hydrogen evolution reaction. To examine the intermetallic differences and size effects at these interfaces, we use spin-polarized density functional theory to study single-atom, 13-atom, and 55-atom cluster depositions of Ni, Pd, Pt, and Au on the CdS(1010) surface. For the single metal atoms, the ground-state configuration was the same site for all of the elements. Analysis of the metal–CdS bonding and of the charge transfers revealed a Ni–Cd bonding complex leading to depletion of electronic charge at the Ni single atom and at deposited Ni clusters, in contrast to charge accumulation observed for the other three metals Pd, Pt, and Au. For scaling up sizes of the metal deposition, six subnanometer cluster types were selected over a wide range of cluster’s effective coordination number, and their interfaces were differentiated by charge redistributions, structure and adhesion energies, highest occupied molecular orbital–lowest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO-LUMO) gaps, and Schottky barrier heights. Although all considered clusters are semiconducting in the gas phase, 9 out of 28 clusters became (semi)metallic after deposition on the CdS semiconductor surface. Intermetallic differences and common trends are discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

Over the last decade, semiconductor nanostructures have marked significant progress in the advent of photoysis of water, or more specifically, in its redox half-reactions.1–3 These nanostructures often comprise of semiconductor–semiconductor and metal–semiconductor (M–Sc) interfaces, which serve as a sink for the electrons or holes photogenerated from the photocatalyst. The metal–semiconductor (M–Sc) interfaces play a central role in the underlying photoelectrochemistry of hydrogen evolution reactions, wherein the semiconductor is exploited for its photoexcitation properties and the transition metals for their excellent reducing and catalytic properties. Among these nanostructure designs, those based on CdS as the photocatalyst have emerged to be of importance owing to their promise of having suitable band edges, and overall superior photocatalytic efficiencies.4,5 However, they exhibit a well-known shortcoming of photodegradation due to the accumulation of holes which pose a limiting challenge for the overall water-splitting. Second, current practice requires the use of sacrificial agents like methanol or sulfates to consume the photogenerated holes for carrying out the oxidation half-reaction.1,3,6 Nevertheless, for their unprecedented efficiency in hydrogen evolution reaction,7 they are one of the most often used components in photocatalytic nanostructures.

Typically, noble and expensive metal co-catalysts are widely used to facilitate excellent electron transfer at the M–Sc interface, leading to higher catalytic activity than a bare photocatalyst.8 In the pursuit of obtaining comparable yields at lower costs, non-noble metals or their alloys are often tested for their suitability of forming an efficient M–Sc interface. This requires an understanding of bonding peculiarities of different metals with the CdS photocatalyst. Keeping this question in view, we seamlessly examine intermetallic differences for the M–Sc interfaces of single-atom and subnanometer-sized metal clusters, for some widely used co-catalysts of 3d, 4d, and 5d metals (Ni, Pd, Pt, and Au). Further, the question of optimal size of the metal co-catalysts is still open, depending on factors like photocatalyst morphology and facet of co-catalyst deposition. Several studies have experimentally shown that subnanometer cluster sizes are optimal for catalytic performance,9–11 while, on the contrary, a recent study has indicated much larger cluster sizes (∼5 nm) to be more suitable.12 Deposition of clusters beyond nanometer dimensions is clearly beyond the current feasibility of spin-polarized ab initio modeling. Here, considering that the deposition of single-atom and subnanometer metal clusters can highlight intermetallic bonding differences at the M–Sc interfaces, we have studied a
range of cases for single-atom, 13-atom, and 55-atom cluster adhesions varying in their site of adhesion, compactness, and gas-phase stability.

While several studies have reported higher quantum yields where the metal depositions are at the polar CdS facets, it is challenging to model a realistic structure of a polar surface as they are known to undergo reconstructions to stabilize the built-in electric fields. A well-known example thereof is the ZnO polar surfaces, which have been studied over a decade to characterize the realistic reconstructions of the semiconductors’ surface.\textsuperscript{13,14} In experiments, the exposed facets of a nanoparticle are controlled in the growth process by exploiting the facet binding preferences of long-chain or short-chain organic ligands.\textsuperscript{15,16} Here, for the CdS substrate we choose the CdS (1010) wurtzite facet, owing to its prominence in CdS nanostructures and structural tractability. There are also examples of using the (1010) facet for metal deposition, for different CdS morphologies like rods,\textsuperscript{9} platelets,\textsuperscript{17} and tetrapods,\textsuperscript{8} which have shown significant success.

In the colloidal environment, the type of cluster depositions is controlled by several factors like metal precursor concentration, oxidizing or reducing chemical species, laser exposure, and temperature.\textsuperscript{5,10} To capture the variety of M–Sc interfaces possibly formed in such conditions, in our study, we have modeled a variety of M–Sc interfaces for each metal. We have included not only the most stable gas-phase clusters (from the literature) but also those which are likely to react strongly with the CdS surface. We use the criterion of effective coordination number (ECN),\textsuperscript{19,20} which indicates the compactness or openness of clusters, also suitable for even distorted cluster geometries. In the recent literature, the coordination number of extended metal surfaces has been directly correlated with the free energy of adsorption at the surface,\textsuperscript{21} hence proposing a systematic surface descriptor of catalytic activity. An extension of these findings to deposited clustered metal surfaces is not straightforward, as apart from surface curvatures, substrate-induced dipole effects are expected to have a direct effect on catalytic activity. In this work, we sample locally stable gas-phase clusters over a wide ECN range. Typically, these metals are known to be stabilized in either closed or open structure (i.e., with high-ECN or low-ECN, respectively). Using this intermetallic difference for Ni, Pd, Pt, and Au, we effectively sampled a set of clusters comprising both low-lying and high-lying isomers in their potential energy surfaces, which were deposited to characterize their M–Sc interfaces.

First, we begin by investigating the intermetallic differences for the single-atom adsorption of four metals in Section 3.1. In Section 3.2, we elucidate upon the gas-phase metal clusters reported in the literature, which are either the putative global minima (PGM) of a study or theoretically well-studied cases likeicosahedron or two-dimensional metal sheets. This leads to a set of at least 10 isolated gas-phase clusters for 13-atom and 55-atom cases (i.e., diameters, ca. 0.5–1 nm), as shown in Figure S1 in the Supporting Information (SI). From this large set of clusters in Section 3.3, we further selected a set of six clusters for each metal, which represent a wide range in their respective effective coordination number (ECN) space and thus screen a variety of M–Sc interfaces.

2. METHOD AND SETTINGS

Density functional theory\textsuperscript{22,25} calculations were performed with VASP,\textsuperscript{24} using the basis set of all plane waves with kinetic energy less than 400 eV. The projector augmented-wave potential sets\textsuperscript{26,27} were used for the ionic description, with a plane-wave cutoff of 580 eV for augmentation charges. The valence states included for all atoms are 3s3p for S, 3d4s for Ni, 4d5s for Pd and Cd, and 5d6s for Pt and Au. The many-body electron–electron interactions are approximated using the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) for the exchange-correlation functional Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE).\textsuperscript{28} For all of the calculations, spin-polarized density functional theory (DFT) was used as it is experimentally and theoretically known that in the subnanometer-size regime considered here, several of these metals exhibit magnetic moments due to either undercoordination of surface atoms or exchange splitting near the Fermi level.

2.1. CdS (1010) Surface. Studying clusters of subnanometer sizes requires the use of sufficiently large supercells to counter adjacent image interactions. In constructing the (1010) wurtzite CdS surface slabs, we have used the lattice constants of $a = 4.15$ Å and $c = 6.75$ Å, within 0.5% to the reported experimental values,\textsuperscript{29,30} with a thickness of five bilayers (BL) and lateral dimensions of $20.7 \times 20.2$ Å$^2$. The bottommost slab layer was passivated by pseudohydrogens with nuclear charges $Z_{H=1-Cd} = 1.5$ and $Z_{H=5-Cd} = 0.5$, to facilitate smoother band edges and a bulklike termination for the surface. The SBL passivated surface used for single-atom, 13-atom, and 55-atom clustered depositions comprises 330 atoms. In Figure S1 in the SI, a surface unit slab of SBL thickness is shown to be sufficiently large to depict surface and subsurface states in comparison to a 16BL unpassivated slab. For the convergence of total energy for clean CdS and deposited cases, we used a Gaussian smearing scheme with a width of 0.05 eV. Dipole corrections were added\textsuperscript{31,32} to cancel the dipoles resulting from the asymmetric adsorption on the slab model, thus preventing the interaction between the dipoles of the neighboring cells. The criterion for electronic convergence was $10^{-5}$ eV, while the atoms in the cell were relaxed until the forces reduced to 0.01 eV/Å.

The semiconductor’s fundamental band gap as well its band edge positions are important in studying M–Sc’s electronic structure. It was earlier believed that the most of the band gap error of standard DFT functionals occurs at the conduction band minima (CBM), and consequently, the theoretical studies estimated the n-type Schottky barrier heights (SBHs) using the experimental band gaps and theoretically derived valence band edge.\textsuperscript{33} However, with increasing accuracy of many-body perturbation theory calculations, recent studies have reported this expectation to not hold, especially for II–VI semiconductors. Studies have shown that the bulk CBM predictions of PBE are already very good in comparison to GW calculations and that the error in band gap is mostly in predicting the valence band maxima (VBM)\textsuperscript{34–37}. Due to this, their surface CBM predictions (with respect to vacuum) using the standard GGA-PBE functional show excellent agreement with the spectroscopic measurements of electron affinity (EA).\textsuperscript{34} This finding, although fortuitous for the PBE-level theory, has been exploited here to directly determine the n-type SBH, without using the PBE-predicted VBM. The SBL passivated slab used in this work has $EA = 4.58$ eV ($EA_{1120} = 4.79$ eV\textsuperscript{38}) and a fundamental band gap of 1.33 eV ($BG_{gap} = 2.55$ eV\textsuperscript{39}) which indicates the valence band edge of the slab bears most of the band gap error. This enables us to directly predict the n-type Schottky barrier heights (SBH) of the CdS–metal junctions. Our tests with the DFT $+ $U scheme\textsuperscript{39,40} have
shown that simultaneously correcting the surface band edges and the band gap is not attainable within reasonable $U$ values. Hence, we have chosen standard DFT calculations over the DFT + $U$ scheme to determine the n-type SBH in Section 3.4.

The lateral dimensions were successfully tested to be sufficiently large for obtaining the geometries of the adsorbed clusters (detailed in Section 3.3). The deposited metal atoms and clusters were relaxed using the Γ-point, for sampling the Brillouin zone. The calculations for density of states (DOS) were performed with 10 irreducible $k$-points, using a $4 \times 4 \times 1$ $k$-mesh. The total energy difference between the Γ-point calculation and the one with 10 irreducible $k$-points varies from 1 to 3 meV/atom depending on the metal and specific deposited case. Unless mentioned otherwise, the reported total energies are derived using the 10 irreducible $k$-points.

3. RESULTS

3.1. Single-Atom Adsorption. Studying the case of single-atom adsorption not only provides a limiting reference for understanding intermetallic differences for M–Sc interfaces, but it also holds relevance for the recent advances in the pursuit of single-atom catalysis. For the single-atom, it is well known that an element’s electronic configuration could be different from that of its bulk form. In agreement with the literature, we find the ground-state (GS) electronic configurations of different metal atoms as: 3d$^9$4s$^1$ for Ni, 4d$^{10}$5s$^0$ for Pd, 5d$^9$6s$^1$ for Pt, and 5d$^{10}$6s$^1$ for Au. Their magnetic moments are 2, 0, 2, and 1 $\mu_B$ for Ni, Pd, Pt, and Au, respectively. For testing the adsorption of metal single atoms on CdS (1010), we investigated for different sites in the [0001] and [12̅10] lateral directions, which led us to the conclusion that the ground-state (GS) configuration for all of the metal atoms is the same site, as shown in the top panel of Figure 1. Three other locally stable configurations are shown in Figure S2. These configurations are referred to as GS-1, GS-2, and GS-3, which are defined by their adhesion energy differences, $\Delta E_{\text{GS}} = E_{\text{adh, GS}} - E_{\text{adh}}$, from their respective GS configuration of Figure 1. In the GS configuration, the metal atom is between the [1210] atomic rows, allowing a maximum number of metal–substrate bonds. The M–S bond length for

![Figure 1. Top) Ground-state configuration of adsorbed metal single atoms. The insets represent the total density of states of the metal atom and those of the Cd and S atoms of the topmost slab layer. (Bottom) Projected density of states (PDOS) of each metal atom for their respective GS configuration shown above. The insets show the partial charge densities of the indicated states, for the isosurface value of $1 \times 10^{-3}$ e/Å$^3$. Structure files of all configurations are available as Supporting Information.](image-url)
M = Pd, Pt, and Au is 2.3 Å (each within a deviation of 0.03 Å), and for Ni−S, it is 2.13 Å.

We will first discuss the surface bonding for the metal single atoms of the Ni group (Ni, Pd, and Pt). The magnetic moments for all of the four adsorbed cases of these metals are almost zero. The total density of states (DOS) for the surface Cd and S atoms and the adsorbed metal atom are shown in the insets of the top panel of Figure 1 (for GS) and Figure S2 (for metastable states). The states in the Csδ structure band gap and near the valence band edge are the transition metal’s d-orbitals. These can be clearly seen from the projected density of states of the metal atom in the bottom four panels of Figure 1 (for GS) and Figure S3 (for metastable states). To visualize the bonding of these states, the partial charge densities of some of the bonding orbitals formed by the metal atom and the CdS surface are shown as insets (isosurface = 1 × 10−3 e/Å3). In general, the highest occupied states are antibonding orbitals comprising the dxz, dyz, and dz2 states, while the bonding orbitals are composed of two sets: the deeper ones (at ∼3 eV) with a relatively low density of states, comprising dxz, dyz, or dz2 orbitals, and the other at energies between 0 and 1.5 eV, comprising dx2−y2 and dz2 orbitals. The density of the deeper set of bonding states (at ∼3 eV) is small for Ni1, and increases for Pt1 and Pd1. For the latter two, these states have a small bonding contribution with the two neighboring S atoms and a delocalized contribution over the surface anions. Second, in the higher set of bonding orbitals of dx2−y2, dz2 has a distinct surface-induced splitting depending on the metal atom. For Ni1, these orbitals distinctly split into two types, the deeper orbital (at ∼1.2 eV) forms a complex with the nearest Cd atom, while the other set (at ∼0.5 eV) weakly bonds with S atoms. The Ni−Cd bonding is noteworthy, as the Ni electron density is polarized toward the surface cation, which together participates as a complex with the neighboring S atoms. The dx2−y2 and dx2−y2 orbitals in Pdδ have a contribution to three states within ca. 0.5−1.3 eV. A correspondence with the Ni1 case shows that the lower two of the three states (ca. 0.9−1.3 eV) have a weaker polarization in the direction of the nearest Cd atom, but a greater contribution in the direct bonding with the neighboring S atoms. The topmost of the bonding orbital shows an enhanced directional bonding with the S atom. Similar to Pdδ, the dx2−y2 and dx2−y2 in Ptδ split into a set of three bonding orbitals, with a broader spread in energy, between ca. 0.9 and 2 eV. In comparison to Pdδ, the deepest of the orbital has a lower density of states and more of a delocalized contribution than the bonding with the neighboring S atoms. The top two of the split bonding levels have a smaller energy difference than for Pdδ and show no interaction with the nearest Cd atom, but instead exhibit a more directional interaction with S atoms, when going higher in energy. The analysis of the partial charge densities and the magnitude of projected density of states indicates that the tendency to locally bond with the nearest Cd cation decreases from Ni → Pd → Pt, while delocalized bonding with surface S has the trend Ni < Pd < Pt, expectedly for intermetallic differences for 3d → 4d → 5d. For Au1, the d-orbitals are much deeper in the valence band region of CdS. The deepest bonding orbital splits apart, comprising dx2−y2 and contributions from dz2−y2 and s-orbitals, which bonds with the two neighboring S atoms. The higher states have a dispersed nature due to the relaxations on the surface caused by the large atomic radius of Au atom. The GS case of Au1 has zero magnetic moment.

We will now discuss the three locally stable sites (GS-1, GS-2, and GS-3) for Ni1, Pd1, Pt1, and Au1 in Figure S2. The stability trend for metastable cases Ni1 and Pd1 exhibits the same order. Within a cutoff of 3.05 Å, the number of Ni−Cd and Pd−Cd bonds decrease from 3, 1, and 1 for GS-1, GS-2, and GS-3 configurations, respectively. The ordering of these metastable sites for Au is opposite to that of Ni and Pd. The Au−S bond lengths positively correlate with the configuration stability (given, all geometries provide only one Au−S bond). The Pt1 locally stable geometries of Figure S7 are at least 1 eV less stable than the GS of Pt1, shown in Figure 1. Each of these three geometries has one S−Pt bond in comparison to the two S−Pt bonds of the GS, indicating the stabilizing role of the deep Pt−S states in the bonding diagram. The configurational stability of the single-atom Pt cases does not exactly match with that of Au. Our ordering of preferred adsorption sites for a single Pt atom agrees with those reported in Xiong et al. They had used the total dipole moments of the cell to infer the distribution of charge between metal and the substrate. This could be misleading due to spurious dipole cancellations and additions, especially when there are as many as five bonds with a single metal atom. Following this approach, they had inferred that the Pt1 donates charge to the surface, while for Pt clusters, the electronic charge transfer seemed to be opposite (to the Pt clusters). In the sections below, we will show that the differences from Bader charges give a consistent picture of charge transfers for single metal atom and their clusters.

The three locally stable cases of Ni group metal atoms also exhibit the localization/delocalization trends seen for their respective GS cases. The partial charge densities shown in Figure S3B highlight the bonding state, which forms a Cd complex in Ni1, also compared to a similar state in the corresponding cases of Pd1 and Pt1. Clearly, the polarization toward Cd decreases from Ni → Pd and Pt, while the delocalization over surface S atoms is greater for Pd and Pt in comparison to Ni. The PDOS for metastable Au1 cases has markedly two sets of orbitals: intact d-orbitals (at ca. 2.5−3 eV), which have a weak charge-induced bonding interaction with the surface, and an antibonding s-state near the Fermi level, which shows a contribution of an Au complex with the nearest Cd cation on the surface. The Au atom in isolated form has a magnetic moment of 1 μB, which remains same for all of the three locally stable cases in Figure S2. This difference between the GS of Au1 and the three locally stable cases can be seen from their PDOS in Figures 1 and S3, where the latter cases have a state showing a prominent s-orbital character (close to Fermi level), which is hybridized in the GS case. The deepest bonding state in the GS case of Au1, at ∼6.5 eV has a clear bonding orbital associated with Au−S, which is missing in the GS-1, GS-2, and GS-3 cases, thus explaining the stability of the GS of Au1.

For identifying the metallic or semiconducting nature of the deposited surface, we studied the occupancies of KS orbitals, for 9−10 irreducible k-points, using a smaller Gaussian smearing width of 0.01 eV or tetrahedron smearing method. The GS and metastable states for Ni1, Pd1, and Pt1 cases are semiconducting, while the Au1 ground state is metallic, where the conduction band closest to the Fermi energy has a varied occupancy over different k-points. This is interesting, as one expects semiconducting nature to prevail for the low coverage adsorption of single-atom case. The partial charge density that leads to this metallic contribution is shown in the Au1 PDOS of Figure 1, where the conduction band edge has an enhanced
the metal atoms ($Q_M$) with and without the CdS surface, for all of the adsorption sites. A positive value indicates the accumulation of charge at the metal atom. First, we see that Pd, Pt, and Au show accumulation of charge, while Ni shows depletion of charge for all configurations. In terms of charge transfer, Ni and Pt mark the two extremes among the four metals. Second, for Pd and Au, the charge transfer changes significantly upon changing the adsorption sites. In fact, their GS charge distribution is not representative of the flexibility in their bonding patterns. Unlike these, Ni and Pt show almost the same transferred charge for all of the four sites. This could be possible if they have a preferential interaction with either the anions or cations of the surface. To further examine this, we considered the sum of differences in Bader charges for all of the cations ($Q_{Cd}$) and all of the anions ($Q_S$) in the supercell, for each configuration, with and without the metal atom. Naturally, for all of the cases, we have $Q_M + Q_S + Q_{Cd} = 0$, within an accuracy of $10^{-3}e$. In the single-atom adsorption case, where surface reconstructions are minimal, one can assume that the ions with leading contributions to this sum should play a direct role in charge transfer with the metal atom. In the inset of Figure 2, we have plotted the absolute values of $Q_{Cd}$ and $Q_S$ as a function of the absolute value $Q_{Au}$ of the respective adsorption case. If the $|Q_{Cd}|$ or $|Q_S|$ is above the $y = x$ line ($y > x$) or close to it, then the bonding with that species is dominant in the total charge transfer of the metal atom. However, when the charges on anions and cations are opposite, both $|Q_{Cd}|$ or $|Q_S|$ could be in the $y > x$ region.

The inset of Figure 2 clearly indicates that the charge transfer from Ni is to the Cd atoms, and that to Pt occurs from the S atoms, as the Bader charges of these substrate atoms are relatively in the vicinity of the $y = x$ line (in comparison to the other surface species). These selective charge transfers are consistent with their nearly constant Bader charges in the bar charts. The effect of degree of localization of d-bands in the Ni atom was examined by using the DFT + U scheme for Ni atom, with $U_{Ni} = 3.5$ eV. Figure S4 shows that for DFT + U and PBE, Ni shows a depletion of Bader charge; however, the localization of d-states causes a reduction in charge depletion of ca. 0.03–0.07e. The GS for Pd$_1$ is dominated by transfer from S atom to Pd, while the other three geometries show a mixed share of metal bonding. For the GS case of Au$_1$, $Q_{Au} = 0.02e$, while $Q_{Cd}$ and $Q_S$ are 0.29e and $-0.29e$, respectively. This is due to the size of the Au atom and the large bond lengths it forms, which distorts the Cd–S bonds of the surface as highlighted earlier; thus, the signs of $Q_{Cd}$ and $Q_S$ are opposite and are affected by the surface distortions. In all other locally stable cases (GS-1, GS-2, and GS-3), Au exhibits charge transfer from the surface S atoms.

In the subsequent sections, we will shift our focus onto the interfaces made by aggregates of metal atoms. The metal aggregates considered are at least 10 known gas-phase clusters of different metals, structurally characterized by their ECN; thereafter, for a select few of the metal clusters, we report their relaxed depositions over the CdS (1010).

### 3.2. Gas-Phase Clusters

$$d^i_{avg} = \frac{\sum_j d_{ij} \exp \left[ 1 - \left( \frac{d_{ij}}{d_{avg}} \right)^6 \right]}{\sum_j \exp \left[ 1 - \left( \frac{d_{ij}}{d_{avg}} \right)^6 \right]}$$  

$$\text{ECN}_i = \sum_j d_{ij} \exp \left[ 1 - \left( \frac{d_{ij}}{d_{avg}} \right)^6 \right]$$  

$$d_{avg} = \frac{\sum_i d_{avg}^i}{N}$$  

$$\text{ECN} = \sum_i \text{ECN}_i / N$$  

Generally, the studies on gas-phase metal clusters focus on searching for the putative global minima (PGM) within the scope of their search algorithms and the representative physical theory. However, for studying realistic interfaces made by metal clusters, both the depositions made by PGM clusters and metastable cluster candidates become interesting. The structure of a deposited cluster would be kinetically driven.
by several factors at the interfacial site. To account for this, we choose to study weakly and strongly reacting cluster candidates within ground-state DFT, instead of simulating these clusters within a classical or an ab initio molecular dynamics approach.

It is well known that the metal clusters in these metals show a typical stability preference for either ordered/compact or disordered/open structures. Going from 3d to 5d metals, the localization of d-bands decreases, leading to more open and distorted structures. This openness/compactness of a cluster is well captured using the concept of a cluster’s effective coordination number (ECN). Thus, sampling across a wide ECN enables a systematic sampling of high and low-lying cluster geometries. In this work, the ECN is derived from eqs 1 to 4, as in the cluster literature. Equation 1 describes the average bond distance for an atom, $d_{avg}$, which is self-consistently obtained using a weighted sum of all its bond pairs, $d_{ij}$ (and not just an atom’s neighborhood). This was solved for the convergence criteria of $d_{avg}(new) - d_{avg}(old) \leq 0.0001$. By including all bond pairs within a cluster, ECN is expected to be a reasonable descriptor for coordination number of disordered clusters.

The clusters that we adopted from the gas-phase metal cluster literature of Ni, Pd, Pt, and Au are shown in Figure S6, spanning from ECN = ca. 4–8.5. The clusters are sorted by an increasing ECN (from left to right). We relaxed these 13-atom and 55-atom clusters within the same computational settings as mentioned in Section 2, but with a smaller Gaussian width of 0.01 eV, within a box of at least 20 Å. These gas-phase clusters can be classified into three types: (i) reported putative global minima from the literature, for Ni, Pd, Pt, and Au; (ii) theoretically well-studied cases of face-centered cubic (FCC) precursors like icosahedral and cuboctahedral; and (iii) the reported low-lying structures of one element, which were then used for the other three elements. FCC fragment for Pd$_{15}$ planar structure for Au$_{13}^{48}$ and distorted reduced core (DRC)-type structure for Au$_{15}^{49}$ and Cd$_{55}^{50}$ are such examples.

Figure 3 shows the stability preferences of different metal clusters by plotting their absolute binding energy (IBE) as a function of their ECN. The inset in Figure 3 shows the same as a function of cluster’s $d_{avg}$ which is numerically calculated using eq 1. In the main panel, when moving from left to right, the data points represent 13-atom and 55-atom clusters. On the extreme right (ECN $\sim 12$), the data points represent respective metal’s bulk BEs. As we cover only the cluster of subnanometer size, which is understood to be in the nonscalable regime of matter, one expects that any one parameter like ECN or $d_{avg}$ cannot strictly determine stability. However, general stability preferences for a particular metal can be clearly drawn from Figure 3. In agreement to gas-phase cluster literature, it is seen that Ni and Pd stabilize toward higher-ECN geometries (i.e., more compact) than Pt and Au, which prefer lower-ECN geometries (i.e., more open). This is clearly observed for the most stable metal clusters, where ECN$_{Ni}$ > ECN$_{Pd}$ > ECN$_{Pt}$ > ECN$_{Au}$. This is understood as the 3d and 4d-bands are more localized to the atomic core than the 5d-bands, leading to a more rigid and compact interatomic bonding. This fundamental signature of the metal bonding is also seen, where the $d_{avg}$ of the most stable metal clusters inter-relate in the same order as their bulk counterparts, such as $d_{avg}^{Ni}$ > $d_{avg}^{Pd}$ > $d_{avg}^{Pt}$ > $d_{avg}^{Au}$.

For our heavier elements like Pt and Au in our study, we have examined the effects of a full relativistic calculation by including spin–orbit coupling (SOC) effects. To benchmark the SOC effects, we have relaxed all of the isolated Au clusters within a full relativistic treatment. The results are shown in Figure S8b, where although the binding energies for SOC calculations are higher by $\sim$300 meV/atom, the overall trends of relative cluster stability do not alter. In agreement with a previous study, we find that the geometry of the Au clusters does not significantly change, and the ECN and $d_{avg}$ of the SOC-relaxed geometries and the PBE geometries fit well on the $y = x$ line. However, an intriguing case is found for the compact Au-icosahedral$_{13}$ (Au-ICO$_{13}$), where depending on the geometric optimization algorithm used, we found that the cluster geometry could remarkably alter to take a more open form with the SOC effect. Within the quasi-Newtonian algorithm, which specializes to find a local minimum, a metastable state with icosahedral symmetry was found to use standard spin-polarized settings. Figure S8b,c shows the differences in PDOS of a spin-polarized and an SOC cluster, for the ICO$_{13}$ geometry. This could be expected since Au generally stabilizes to form open structures, while icosahedral is the most compact of the structural geometries considered here. This difference in stability of Au-ICO$_{13}$ with and without including SOC is also evident in the highest occupied molecular orbital–lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (HOMO–LUMO) gaps for the two cases in Table 1. However, as most clusters do not significantly alter geometry, within the scope of this study, we will consider SOC to have no significant effect on the cluster’s geometry. For the deposited cases, we will later discuss on single-point calculations for the Au clusters.

From the large set of gas-phase clusters shown in Figure S6, a selection up to at least six cluster types was chosen for each metal so as to study their respective interface with the CdS substrate. These selected sets are distinctly highlighted in Figure 3 with circles. Their relaxed geometries are shown in Figure 4 in the order of increasing ECN, and is composed of three 13-atom clusters (planar, icosahedral, and one of the stable reported geometries) and three 55-atom clusters (an open, intermediate open FCC fragment and a compact icosahedral cluster). Apart from covering a wide range of ECN,
owing to their different functional, basis sets, and accuracy of other numerical settings.

This discussion is well covered in the cluster literature.61,62

Table 1. HOMO–LUMO Gaps (meV) of Selected Gas-Phase Clusters, for the Spin Channel Having the Smaller Gap*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>cluster</th>
<th>Ni</th>
<th>Pd</th>
<th>Pt</th>
<th>Au</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PLA</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GS</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>183</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICO13</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCD</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FCC</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICO55</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*For the 5d elements, the numbers in parentheses are the gaps corresponding to a single-point SOC calculation. The entries marked in bold highlight the cases having a gap smaller than 15 meV.

Figure 4. From left to right: set of 13-atom and 55-atom clusters deposited over CdS (1010) in the increasing order of effective coordination number (ECN).

our objective in choosing clusters for deposition was to select candidates which allowed some interesting features to be probed. The interest in these cluster types is detailed below, where we refer to the clusters using the shorthand nomenclature assigned in Figure 4. From left to right: (a) PLA—the two-dimensional, planar clusters are extraordinarily stable for Au up to a cluster size of 11,42,57 unlike other transition elements. Reportedly, for Pd, Ni, and Pt, the 2D–3D transition occurs at N ~ 4.50,58 Even for these relatively small clusters, atomicity theoretical studies have shown some differences in predicting their energy ordering near the PGM, owing to their differences in the exchange-correlational functional, basis sets, and accuracy of other numerical settings. This discussion is well covered in the cluster literature.61,62

The reason for such high value of 2D–3D crossover for Au was earlier attributed to the SOC effects;63 however, recent studies have also highlighted the bias of exchange-correlation functionals like GGA-PBE (both including and not including SOC) toward the planar structures.30,52,64 Nevertheless, while PLA is a low-lying isomer for Au, it is a high-lying one for other elements. The clusters are expected to undergo 2D–3D makeover over the support, thus indicating the growth of a planar cluster of metal. (b) GS13—these structures are most stable (or are close to the PGM total energy) in freestanding form, and are adsorbed to identify the effect of stability of a metal on the nature of the M–Sc interface. For low-lying and interesting geometries, we choose a rhombohedral-like pyramid for Ni,48 a bilaplana geometry for Pd,53 a trigonal pyramid geometry for Pt,54 and a bilaplana geometry for Au.52

(c) ICO13—icosahedral clusters have been considered for a large number of theoretical cluster studies as they are the most stable cluster geometries for noble gases and one of the precursors to form FCC crystals. It also marks the upper limit of effective coordination number, for 13-atom and 55-atom cluster sizes. (d) CCD—the distorted reduced core (DRC)-type structures64 mark the low-ECN limit of 55-atom clusters and are reported to be the PGMs for Pt55 and Au55.20,49 However, we have chosen CCD, which in addition to having a low ECN also has a broad surface area to interact with the support. The CCD was reported for a Cd55 cluster reported using a Gupta potential.60 It is similar to an oblate blob of atoms, which makes it a suitable choice. (e) FCC—this cluster is an FCC fragment and makes it a unique case to examine these metals, which crystallize into an FCC crystal in their bulk phases. Also, it is in the intermediate ECN range of 55 atoms. (f) ICO55—lastly, we choose the high limit of ECN for the 55-atom cluster i.e., an icosahedral cluster.

In examining this selected set of six clusters in more depth, we report their magnetizations and HOMO–LUMO gaps. Figure S7 shows the spin densities of the selected six metal clusters along with their overall magnetic moments. In general, the cluster magnetic moments decrease from Ni → Pd → Pt → Au. It also shows that Pd, being isoelectronic to Ni, shows spin polarization throughout the cluster. In contrast to this, the spin polarization density in Pt55 and Au55 clusters could be either throughout the cluster (e.g., ICO13 and ICO55) or localized at the surface of the clusters. In some cases, the atoms in Pt clusters also show opposite spin (colored blue), depending on the nature of exchange splitting. The (semi)metallicity of a metal cluster can be characterized by its HOMO−LUMO gap. In a spin-polarized calculation, there are two such gaps for each spin channel. In Table 2, we have reported the HOMO−

Table 2. HOMO–LUMO Gaps of the Deposited Clusters (in meV), for the Spin Channel with the Smallest Gap*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>clusters</th>
<th>Ni</th>
<th>Pd</th>
<th>Pt</th>
<th>Au</th>
<th>HOMO−LUMO gap (in meV)</th>
<th>AuSOC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PLA</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>232</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GS</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>69</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICO13</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>385</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICO55</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>653</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCD</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FCC</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICO55</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The case having HOMO–LUMO gaps smaller than 15 meV are marked in bold and considered almost metallic (M). Respective values for the single-point SOC calculations for deposited Au clusters are also shown in the last column. The bottom table shows the SBH for the deposited cluster interfaces (in eV).

LUMO gaps (in meV) of the spin channel with the smaller of the two gaps, to highlight how close these clusters are to attaining metallicity. First, for all metals, the increase in the atomicity of clusters from 13 to 55 atoms leads to broadening of bands, resulting in smaller gaps. Second, from an intermetallic comparison of five common clusters (PLA, ICO13, CCD, FCC, and ICO55), it is observed that the
HOMO–LUMO gaps increase from Ni → Pd → Pt → Au. Some of the 55-atom Ni and Pd clusters have gaps less than 15 meV, and can be considered almost metallic. SOC (given in parentheses) generally has the effect of reducing the HOMO–LUMO gaps.

3.3. 13-Atom and 55-Atom Depositions. The input geometries for depositing these clusters were selected so as to allow maximum interaction with the substrate. This was done by orienting the cluster such that the facet with a relatively large surface area is exposed to the CdS (1010). For most of the cluster depositions (except ICO13 and CCD), we have used the metal cluster in their respective gas-phase geometry as an input for deposition. For the two cases of ICO13 and CCD, we have considered relaxed deposited geometries of one of the

Figure 5. Relaxed geometries of deposited 13-atom and 55-atom clusters for Ni, Pd, Pt, and Au, on top of the CdS(1010) surface. The index on the right indicates the shorthand names of the clusters deposited in this study. The inset explicitly gives a colormap representation of Bader charge difference of the metal atoms, which is coded with a scale indicating a range of ±0.25 electrons. Structure files of all configurations are available as Supporting Information.
metals as an input for corresponding calculations of the other metals. Such cases facilitate an intermetallic comparison as their relaxed geometries are very similar. We will elaborate on these below. To verify whether our simulation cells are sufficient in size for the deposition of clusters, for a selection of two 55-atom cluster geometries (Pt-CCD and Pt-ICO), we have relaxed the deposited geometries within a larger supercell of 24.8 × 26.9 Å², comprising S28 slab atoms. For a Γ-point calculation, the maximum change in adhesion energies was 1.6 meV/atom for Pt-CCD, which is expected since the surface stresses induced due to the cluster’s large interfacial area would decrease in the larger cell. The geometries do not undergo any significant change. Hence, we would consider even our 55-atom clusters to be sufficiently converged in their relaxed geometries.

Now, with the understanding of intermetallic differences seen for the single-atom adsorption and knowing the characteristics of the metal clusters in the gas phase, we will report and discuss the interfaces formed by 13-/55-atom selected metal clusters with the CdS (1010) surface. The relaxed cluster deposited geometries of the six selected clusters of each metal are shown in Figure S. The inset of Figure S shows the colormap for Bader charge differences of the deposited metal cluster with and without the CdS surface. It is calculated by a simple difference of Bader charges from two single-point calculations of a deposited cluster and a freestanding case as in the deposited configuration. The color ranges from ±0.25 electrons. The Ni atoms close to the interface are blue, indicating a depletion of electrons, whereas many of the Pt atoms are colored orange or red (i.e., accumulation of electrons). The Pd and Au coloring is intermediate of these two extreme cases. This trend is qualitatively seen for all of the deposited clusters, which is also in agreement with the single-atom adsorption results.

The geometries are discussed below in the increasing order of cluster’s ECN, starting with the PLA cluster deposition. Due to the reasons mentioned in Section 3.2, one expects the PLA for Ni, Pd, and Pt to strongly react with the surface and Au-PLA to have relatively weak interaction. Our observations of the relaxed geometries are concurrent with this expectation, which can be seen in Figure S for the row of PLA clusters. The Pd-PLA and Pt-PLA deposited cluster geometries tend to be similar to the Ni-PLA, where the cluster strongly reacts at the interface and a few S atoms are driven out of the surface to form clear metal–S bonds. In agreement with the expectation, Au-PLA shows a marked contrast with the PLA clusters of the other three metals, and is seen to maintain the planar network of the cluster by shifting away from the surface.

For Ni-PLA, we had adsorbed a stretched geometry of Ni-PLA (with larger lattice constant), where the interatomic distances in their input geometry were enlarged from their equilibrium distances. The interface geometry resulting from this initial cluster geometry is shown in Figure S9, Supporting Information. Ni chemisorbs to the surface, making a compact structure, which is partially bilayered and displaces the S atoms off the surface to form direct Ni–Cd and Ni–S bonds. The Ni–Cd complex observed for the single-atom adsorption was verified for these two Ni-PLA clusters. In Figure 6, the partial charge densities of one of the bands near the valence band edge are shown for the Ni-PLA geometries in Figures S5 and S9, Supporting Information. The arrows indicate the Ni–Cd complexes at the interface, in similarity with the single-atom cases.

Second, the GS clusters are the low-lying clusters of the gas phase, which are practically different for all of the metals. The deposited geometries in Figure S show that the GS clusters mostly remain intact in their pyramidal or biplanar form, owing to their relative gas-phase stability. The Au-GS, similar to Au-PLA, results in minimal distortions in the CdS top layer.

Third, high-ECN 13-atom ICO clusters are very stable for Ni and Pd, while being very reactive for Pt and Au. Owing to this, one would expect large distortions and intermetallic variations within their relaxed deposited geometries if freestanding cluster geometry is used as an input. To enable a simpler intermetallic comparison for 13-atom ICO, we have used the relaxed geometries of Pd-ICO and Pt-ICO, as an input for all of the other three metals. Due to their differences in their gas-phase stability, the two types of cluster interfaces (called ICO_Pd and ICO_Pt) are quite different. Pt-ICO leads to a more distorted geometry than the compact Pd-ICO. In this manner, we have two types of depositions for each metal’s ICO cluster, ICO-Pd and ICO-Pt, as shown in Figure S.

First among the 55-atom clusters is the low-ECN CDD55. The broad basal surface area of this cluster is unique among the deposited cluster set. Like ICO13, in this case again, for a suitable intermetallic comparison, the inputs for CDD55 depositions for all metals were initiated from a relaxed Pt-CDD55 configuration (shown in Figure S). After deposition, Ni-CDD55 and Pd-CDD55 reduce in size owing to their tendency to prefer compactness, while the Au-CDD55 transforms into a more open geometry. Second is the FCC fragment cluster, FCC55, which was the PGM for freestanding S5-atom Pd clusters.49,64 As all of the four metals crystallize in FCC crystal structure, it is interesting to study how the FCC55 interacts with the surface. We have used the geometry reported by Piotrowski et al.49 for Pd-FCC55. FCC55 freestanding geometries were used, in the same orientation, for deposition over the substrate. Third is the most compact, high-ECN ICO55 cluster. It is also the most stable geometry for Ni55, a low-lying cluster for Pd55 with a binding energy that is only 4 meV per atom lower in comparison to Pd-FCC55. The deposited cases of Ni-ICO55 and Pd-ICO55 remain compact and do not prefer to disperse on the surface like Pt and Au cases do. We observe this difference when we compare their geometries initiated from Pt-ICO55 and the geometries initiated from the freestanding ICO55 cases of respective metals. Figure S10 (Supporting Information) shows the less stable depositions derived from dispersed Pt-ICO55 cases. The geometries derived from the freestanding cases, which are compact and less dispersed, are 4.2 and 1.9 eV more stable for Ni and Pd, respectively.

### 3.3.1. Bader Charges

Using a colormap for the deposited clusters, the insets of Figure S qualitatively highlighted the
Bader charge difference, \( Q_d(i) \), for every metal atom \( i \). We have also plotted \( Q_d(i) \) as a function of the \( z \)-coordinate of the atom \( i \) of the deposited cluster, in Figure S11. The orange line indicates the \( z \)-coordinate of the CdS surface before depositing the clusters. It is clear that these Bader charge differences reduce to almost zero within \( \pm 5 \text{ Å} \) from the interface. Within intermetallic comparison, Pt13 and Pt55 clusters show the cases of maximum transferred charge. For Ni13 and Ni55 clusters, net charge is transferred to the surface from the Ni atoms. However, there are atoms in the Ni clusters, mostly in the subsurface layers near the interface, which gain electrons due to the induced dipoles in the clusters. Further, we summed the Bader charge differences of all of the atoms in the cluster \( (Q_d = \sum Q_d(i)) \), to estimate the overall charge transferred between the cluster and the CdS surface. In Figure 7, \( Q_d \) is shown as a bar plot for all of the deposited clusters. We observe that the charge transferred for 13-atom clusters is often comparable to that of 55-atom clusters, as it is primarily determined by the chemical bonding at the interface and the number of interacting atoms. For all metals, the cluster with the highest charge transfer is the CCD, having the advantage of its broad interfacial area. Similarly, in the 13-atom regime, the low-ECN clusters of Ni-PLA, Pd-PLA, and Pt-PLA show considerably higher charge transfer, in agreement with their stronger chemisorption and wider interfacial area. The overall charge transfer for clusters is about 5–10 times than the single-atom cases of Figure 2. The magnitudes \( |Q_{d,\text{Ni}}| \) for Ni, Pd, and Au are comparable, while Pt shows markedly higher charges for each cluster case. The inset of Figure 7 shows \( Q_d \) for Cd as mentioned in Section 3.1. The charge on the Cd atoms for the Ni cases (NiCd) is closer to the \( y = x \) line than the charge on the S atoms (NiS), showing preferential Ni–Cd bonding for Ni clusters. Most other metal clusters show a preferential bonding with S atoms, where the PdS, PtS, and AuS are higher in magnitude and closer to the \( y = x \) line than PdCd, PtCd, and AuCd, respectively. These results are consistent from what one would expect from Figure 2 for single-atom cases.

3.3.2. \( E_{\text{adh}} \) vs BE. Figure 8 shows the variation of \( E_{\text{adh}} \) as a function of a cluster’s freestanding BE. The \( E_{\text{adh}} \) includes the chemical interaction energy as well the cluster deformation energy over the substrate. The point on the extreme left corresponds to the \( E_{\text{adh}} \) of the single-atom GS cases of Figure 1. Moving toward the right corresponds to 13-atom and 55-atom clusters, respectively. For each cluster, we have plotted the configuration with the highest \( E_{\text{adh}} \). This also holds for the two types of adsorbed configurations of ICO13 clusters (ICO\(_{\text{Pd}}\) and ICO\(_{\text{Pt}}\)), where we have chosen the most stable adsorption configurations for the particular metal case. First, the order of the single-atom \( E_{\text{adh}} \) is \( E_{\text{adh}}^\text{Au} > E_{\text{adh}}^\text{Pt} > E_{\text{adh}}^\text{Pd} \), is inverse to the order bulk BE of the metal (shown in Figure 3). The \( E_{\text{adh}} \) values of Au clusters are significantly lower than those of other metals, owing to its weakly interacting d-bands. Second, it is not necessary that as the cluster atomicity increases, the \( E_{\text{adh}} \) would increase. ICO13 cluster of Au and Pt and PLA cluster of Ni and Pd are such examples, whose \( E_{\text{adh}} \) values exceed those of some of the 55-atom clusters. Third, through the chemical interaction contribution, it only implicitly depends on the clusters’ interfacial area. ICO13 and ICO55 clusters of Au and Pt illustrate the case with high \( E_{\text{adh}} \) but low interfacial area. In such cases, diffusion-assisted bonding and surface reactivity of the cluster can be expected to dominate in determining the \( E_{\text{adh}} \). Fourth, for the 13-atom clusters of all of the metals, the function shows a negative slope, hence corroborating the expectation that the more stable a freestanding cluster, the lesser will be its reactivity with the substrate. However, this correlation can be expected to hold only for small clusters where most of the atoms are exposed to substrate interaction. For the 55-atom clusters, there is only an approximate negative correlation of \( E_{\text{adh}} \) with BE. This is not surprising since only a few metal atoms at the deposition facet lead to substrate interaction, and would not strictly be correlated with the BE per atom. Nonetheless, the Au clusters that interact weakly with the surface show a clear negative correlation even for 55-atom clusters.

3.4. Metallicity and Schottky Barrier Height. Finally, we examined the band gap regions of the M–Sc interfaces and determined if the resulting interfaces were metallized or retained the semiconducting feature of the substrate. We performed a single-point calculation with a high \( k \)-mesh (9–10 irreducible \( k \)-points) for the interface geometries. The cases that exhibit distinct change in occupation of bands, over different \( k \)-points, are regarded as clearly metallic. The cases with less than 15 meV of HOMO–LUMO gap were considered almost metallic. For other cases, we calculated the HOMO–LUMO gaps for the spin-up and spin-down channels separately. In Table 2, we list the smallest of the two gaps and mark the cases which are metallic interfaces.

![Figure 7](image-url)  
Figure 7. Bar plots showing the sum of Bader charge differences for deposited clusters. The inset uses the sum of Bader charge differences for the substrate atoms, where the absolute values of \( Q_{d,\text{Ni}} \) and \( Q_{d,\text{Cd}} \) (as \( |Q_{d,\text{Cd}}| \) and \( Q_{d,\text{Cd}} \)) are plotted against the absolute value of the \( Q_{d,\text{Cd}} \) represented in the main panel.
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Figure 8. Absolute cluster adhesion energy (\( |E_{\text{adh}}| \)) on the substrate as a function of its freestanding absolute binding energy (|BE|).
First, comparing with the HOMO−LUMO gaps in Table 1 for the isolated clusters, we observe that most of the 13-atom interfaces are semiconducting, wherein the HOMO−LUMO gaps of some of the interfaces increased or decreased (in comparison to gas phase), owing to the physical deformation or new bonding states with the substrate. Au-PLA shows a clear change in occupation for one of the bands, while the Ni-GS case has a gap as small as 19 meV. With a single-point calculation of the deformed metal cluster derived from an interface calculation, we observe that the gap for an isolated cluster remains unchanged within 10 meV of the gap (from Table 2) for the pristine cluster. This is because the cluster network mostly remains intact as shown in Figure 5. The transition of Au-PLA to metallicity, when deposited, occurs due to the new chemical bonding states. In distinction from this, out of the total decrease of HOMO−LUMO gap of 121 meV, between the pristine Ni-GS cluster and its interface with the CdS, physical deformation contributes to ~60 meV reduction in the gap (estimated by single-point calculation of the deformed cluster). The remaining gap reduction is compensated by the chemical states emerging in the gap of the substrate. For Au-PLA, these midgap chemical states are shown in Figure 9a, where the layer-resolved DOS is shown for reduction of the gaps. This may indicate that the Pt−S bonds result in chemical states slightly deeper than the valence band edge.

Third, we also studied the SOC effect for deposited Au clusters with a single-point, dense k-mesh with 9–10 irreducible k-points. The effect of including SOC for Au clusters is similar to that observed in the gas phase, where the HOMO−LUMO gap reduces, in general. All of the Au clusters, except Au-PLA, strictly show this trend. Nonetheless, the Au-PLA gap with SOC is only 8 meV, in comparison to metallized surface without SOC. The marked influence of including SOC for ICO13 is also seen for the deposited ICO13 cases, similar to the gas phase shown in Figure S8.

For the depositions that showed a negligibly small HOMO−LUMO gap or a clearly metallized interface, we calculated the n-type Schottky barrier heights (SBHs), i.e., \( E_{CBM} - E_F \), shown in the bottom of Table 2. For this, we use the electrostatic average of the deep bulklike atomic layers \( E_{bulk} \) of the substrate slab, as a reference to obtain \( E_{CBM} \). That is, the \( E_{bulk} \) and \( E_F \) values are calculated from each deposited case, while the difference between the \( E_{CBM} \) and \( E_{bulk} \) values is taken from a pristine CdS slab. This is done for all of the SS-atom clusters, but not for the Pt clusters, as the latter do not close the band gap in the cluster types and sizes examined in this study.

In the bottom of Table 2, we observe that there is no SOC effect on the SBH Au55 clusters. This is expected as both the \( E_{bulk} \) and \( E_F \) are not expected to significantly vary by SOC effects. Of the 12 clusters, only Ni-FCC shows SBH less than 10 meV. We regard it as an example of an ohmic contact. The layer-resolved DOS is shown for Ni-FCC in Figure 9b, where the energy levels are broadened with a Gaussian width of 50 meV. The closing of the gap seen in Figure 9b is representative of the SS-atom depositions of Ni, Pd, and Au.

### 4. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we have highlighted the bonding similarities and differences among the metal−CdS(1010) interfaces of Ni, Pd, Pt, and Au. The Ni−Cd bonding primarily leads to the depletion of electronic charge at the metal end. Among the metals in the Ni group, this bonding behavior decreases from 3d \( \rightarrow \) 4d \( \rightarrow \) 5d (from Ni \( \rightarrow \) Pd \( \rightarrow \) Pt). In comparison to the Ni interface, the induced dipole is opposite in polarity for Pd, Pt, and Au. Single-atom Pt as well as subnanometer-sized Pt depositions exhibit larger charge transfers than other metals. Similar to gas-phase trends, clusters of Ni and Pd tend to remain compact while reacting with the substrate, whereas Pt and Au clusters lead to more disordered interfaces. The HOMO−LUMO gaps for all of the SS-atom metal clusters considered here show a reduction upon deposition over the CdS surface, except for Pt. The Pt clusters and their deposited interfaces could exhibit metallic behavior for larger cluster atomicity. Spin−orbit coupling (SOC) effects examined for Au depositions further lead to gap reduction. However, SOC does not affect the charge transfer or the Schottky barrier height (SBH) of the deposited clusters. The SBHs indicated for subnanometer clusters are much lower than those indicated for macroscopic samples studied in experimental reports. One of the SS-atom clusters shows an Ohmic contact. No clear intermetallic trends could be observed for the SBHs. Overall, the present work shows that the electronic structure of these subnanometer interfaces may lead to emergent metallicity at the interface, owing to the interfacial bonding, for interaction between semiconductor gas-phase clusters and the semi-
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conductor CdS substrate. Trends observed for single-atom depositions (such as the Ni–Cd bonding complex identified in this work) are largely extendable to subnanometer 13-atom and 55-atom clusters. The present work underlines similarities across subnanometer clusters and the intermetallic differences at these CdS–M interfaces, which are characterized by the typical electronic nature of the interfaces and the resulting charge transfers. This naturally forms the fundamental difference in the chemical environment provided by these interfaces, whose effect on reaction intermediates will be a topic of further study.
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